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editor’s note

S E P T E M B E R |  O CTO B E R

M 
ost people realise, consciously or  
subconsciously, that the built environment  
is a powerful force in their daily lives.  
For the majority, it enables their survival –  

or so it should. For a small but powerful minority,  
it is sometimes a way to express their sense of self  
and their power. This power could be underpinned  
by political or economic considerations or, by  
extension, a combination of both.  

We know that a relatively small percentage of the  
built environment is directly designed or influenced 
by the architectural profession. However, it is in the 
examples set and the images created that the direct 
and indirect power of the individual architect, and 
architecture in general, resides. The architect’s clients’ 
desire to build and express can also be underpinned  
by benign and not so benign considerations.  

Sometimes the architect gets knowingly 
and unknowingly drawn into these 
motives. The world is also full of  
examples where the architect became  
the instigator of the expressions of  
power, or where the architect sought  
out associations with those who  
represent the any manner of  
expressions of power in order to  
persecute and repress others for political 
and/or economic gain. The more  
exclusive and repressive the political  

and/or economic regime becomes, the more ominous  
the architectural language that gives expression to  
such conditions becomes. It is the victors who write 
history and who, more often than not, use architecture  
as their vocabulary. This situation seems to be true  
for all epochs and cultures.

In The edifice complex: The architecture  
of power, Deyan Sudjic states that: ‘Architecture is about 
power. The powerful built because that is what the 
powerful do … [it] reflects well on the capability −  
and decisiveness and determination – of the powerful. 

Above all, architecture is the means to tell a story  
about who built it’ (2011: 2-3).

The individual architectural example and its  
context in the built environment is always open to 
interpretation. Each generation will find its own 
explanation of what the embedded meaning of this 
environment could be. The architect and the client  
need to be aware that history will judge them  
differently than their original intentions. What might 
remain more stable in this shifting evaluation is how  
the relationship between the powerful elite and 
the ordinary citizen can be ‘read’ in the broader 
environment. It is here where the millions of small  
acts that the ‘ordinary’ person and their architects  
make in the face of sometimes brutal regimes become 
a more heroic counter-statement to the architectural 
language of the powerful. This language of the ordinary 
is more difficult to read, but if we uncover it,  
it offers a world of greater and lasting inspiration.

The architect should choose carefully when  
accepting commissions for whatever reason.  
Architects are sometimes in a difficult position and  
they cannot prejudge any situation. Survival and  
ethics sometimes aren’t good bedfellows. In difficult 
situations, the careful reading of the ordinary can 
become the guiding principle to avoid the excesses  
of the powerful and celebrate the poetic qualities  
of the deep-seated meaning found in the everyday.  
Most architects who excel, and most whose works 
remain relevant beyond their own lifetimes, are  
always capable of achieving these qualities.

In this issue, we are timeously reminded of  
the enduring qualities of the influence of Norman  
Eaton and are again introduced to the work of the 
architect Lorenzo Nassimbeni. Both of them are,  
in broad terms, influenced by the ordinary.  
We also celebrate the efforts to draw attention  
to the highly important, but often overlooked 
contribution that women make to our  
architectural achievements.  ■

Power in  
Architecture
Paul Kotze,  
Editor

It is the victors who 
write history and 

who, more often 
than not, use 

architecture as 
their vocabulary
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notes and news

T 
he professional architect, in South Africa today,  
is facing the most trying times since at least the 
advent of democracy in 1994. In recent times, a 
clear lack of understanding and appreciation of 

the role that the professional architect plays in the entire 
built environment has emerged. Making the situation 
more dire is the fact that both the clients (private, 
government, and so on) and fellow professionals in the 
built environment have constantly questionioned the 
value an architect brings to any development project.

In addition, the practice environment in which architects 
ply their trade has become unconducive to excelling in the 
profession. The lack of Identification of Work, challenges 
with the professional fees − where architects are squeezed 
to reduce their fees beyond survival means − has plunged 
the profession into a terrible state. The conduct of the South 
African Council for the Architectural Profession, which has 
everyone up in arms, has not helped matters at all. 

Given such a hostile environment, the South African 
Institute of Architects (SAIA) has its work cut out. 

Engagement with the Competition Commission 
is currently underway in order to hear each other 
pertaining to the differences on how the Identification of 
Work could still be promulgated and not be interpreted 
as industry collusion. The Competition Commission 
has granted us an audience and we will be able to 
communicate the outcome of our engagements within 
the next few weeks. Furthermore, a fee calculator 
initiative is in the process of being introduced in order  
to aid the functioning of professional architects.

SAIA will leave no stone unturned in ensuring that 
there is widespread appreciation of the role and value 
profession architects bring to the built environment. 
We will not allow the professional architect, as an 
endangered species, to go into extinction. The general 
public, the government, media, and fellow professionals 
in the built environment need to be educated on the  
role and usefulness of architects. This is a task we at 
SAIA have to undertake as no one else will spread  
this message for us.

The architect – an 
endangered species?

Obert Chakarisa, 
SAIA CEO

JANIE JOHNSON is a librarian 
and the assistant archivist at 
the Martienssen Architecture 
Library at the University of the 
Witwatersrand, where she  
was the architecture librarian 
before her retirement.

AMIRA OSMAN is an associate 
professor at the University of 
Johannesburg, a Housing & 
Urban Policy Lecturer, BTech 
Management 2016, UJ UNIT2 
2015 co-ordinator, and a UIA 
2014 Durban General Reporter. 

contributors

Yvonne Brecher completed 
a BSC Architecture at the 
University of Pretoria in 2009, 
and in 2012 received her BAS 
(Hons) and M.Arch. (Prof.) 
from the University of  
the Witwatersrand.

MARGUERITE PIENAAR is a full-
time lecturer at the University 
of Pretoria. She completed her 
first two architecture degrees at 
the University of the Free State, 
before completing her Master’s 
at the University of Pretoria.im
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advertorial

STANDARD 
FORMS 
REDUCE RISK
Uwe Putlitz, CEO of the Joint Building Contracts 
Committee (JBCC), discusses the bene� ts and correct 
use of building contracts.

S 
tandard forms of building contract have evolved 
since 1879. � e environment in which projects 
are executed may have changed, but the 
relationship between the client and the contractor 

is essentially the same: the contractor undertakes to 
execute speci� ed work for an accepted price within an 
agreed period of time, failing this, the employer may 
penalise the contractor. 

Standard forms of contract are dra� ed to ensure an 
equitable distribution of risk between the parties. � us, 
if the employer fails to make a certi� ed payment, he or 
she can suspend or terminate the works.

� e use of standard forms of contract seeks to avoid 
disputes, or at least to minimise potential disputes by 
adhering to the rights and the obligations described in 
individual clauses. Users must comply with the law of 
the county where the project is located.

Changes to the accepted industry standard o� en 
cause avoidable disputes, delays and cost overruns. 

� e parties can agree to a bespoke form of contract, 
subject to the manner in which their respective 
risks are dealt with.

� e employer and the professional team must 
timeously resolve the purpose of the project, its location, 
unique building features, choice of materials and 
� nishes, as well as maintenance criteria, and the most 
appropriate form of construction that may determine 
the form of contract used (generally before a contractor 
is appointed) or another form of contract, where the 
contractor becomes part of the design team.
� e project team must:
• Provide accurate and complete de� nition of the scope 

of a project and, if applicable, enabling works;
• Ensure the timeous involvement of all stakeholders 

including suppliers, sta� , customers, and the 
local community; 

• Allow su�  cient time to explore optimum design 

solution(s), the buildability, and obtain all statutory 
approvals before construction commences;

• Ensure the timeous issue of correct construction 
information and administration thereof;

• Ensure that su�  cient funds are available should a 
project extend beyond the initial budget period;

• Pay the professional team realistic fees appropriate to 
the project complexity and pay the contractor for work 
properly completed, both in full and on time;

• Take note of novel construction techniques and/or of new 
materials (and ‘grey’ imports), their statutory compliance, 
and the ability to service or maintain such products;

• Comply with recognised performance standards; and 
• Create simple, yet e� ective, communication and 

speedy approval mechanisms.
Unresolved issues will result in uncertainty in the 
contract execution, increasing the risk of claims from 
the contractor for delays and additional expense. 
Disputes can be avoided if the parties co-operate 
and communicate speedily in writing, following the 
procedures and using the terminology in the form of 
contract. Verbal communication must be followed up.

Should any disagreement arise, all involved should be 
noti� ed and a meeting held to discuss and resolve issues 
while the information is fresh and accessible. All claims 
should also be processed promptly. 

Proper contract administration is not a simple or a 
part-time task. � e contract administrator must 
interpret the employer’s de� ned project requirements 
and, should any disagreement arise between the parties, 
resolve such issues in a fair and speedy manner.  ■

For more information
Telephone: +2786 100 JBCC 
or +2711 482 3102
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PEACE OF MIND 
FOR ARCHITECTS

Seaqual (Pty) Ltd, an ISO 9001 certi� ed 
manufacturer based in Knysna, has 
received certi� cation, following its 
application to Agrément SA for certi� cation 
and product testing of its drains. Agrèment 
is an international organisation and 
application can be made to have its 
certi� cation recognised in countries where 
Agrément is represented.

Agrément SA assesses and certi� es 
those innovative non-standardised 
construction products, systems, materials, 
components and processes not fully 
covered by a South African Bureau of 
Standards (SABS) standard or code of 
practice. So, when new products fall 
outside the scope of SABS, Agrèment SA 
certi� cation is sought. The certi� cation 
is recognised in the National Building 
Regulations and demonstrates compliance 
with those sections of the regulations listed 
on the certi� cate.

The following Seaqual product ranges all 
met the requirements of and have received 
Agrément SA certi� cation:
• HyDrain, Seaqual’s full-bore product for 

use in concrete roofs falls under the scope 
of the F-box Full-Bore Certi� cate (Cert 1). 

• WetFloor and LoLo Drain product ranges 
fall under the scope of the F-box WetFloor 
Certi� cate. (Cert 2)

 • BalconyDrain fi ts neatly into both 
categories as it comprises some 
components in the WetFloor system (sans 
trap) and can be used on any non-trapped 
line, though primarily used as a full-bore 
on balconies, patios and tiled roof decks.

BENEFIT TO PROFESSIONALS
Agrèment SA certi� cates are recognised by 
town planners and building inspectors and 
therefore provide architects, wet service 

engineers, contractors and plumbers with 
peace of mind. By specifying Seaqual’s 
certi� ed drains, the risk that a certi� cate 
of occupation may be withheld is greatly 
reduced as opposed to when drains that 
are not certi� ed have been installed. 

The technical assistance available from 
Seaqual provides them with further peace 
of mind. Seaqual’s trained representatives 
track projects from initial design to 
completion offering support and samples 
throughout the process. In addition, Seaqual 
products are warranted for speci� c periods 
against manufacturing defects. 

Seaqual’s recent Agrèment SA certifi cation provides architects and other professionals 
with the assurance that its products are tested and of the highest quality. 

LOLO DRAIN
F-box WetFloor Drainage System
50mm water seal
50mm side outlet
Choice of 4 x grates

BALCONY DRAIN
Both certifi cates apply
Choice of 4 x outlets
Choice of 3 x grates

HYDRAIN
F-box Full-Bore Drainage System
Choice of 4 x outlet sizes
Now available in a 160mm outlet!
Domed grate – UV-stabilised

SEAQUAL LOGOS 
 

 

Seaqual Full-Bore Drainage 
System 

Tested and approved fit-for-
purpose for use as a roof or balcony 

drainage system when manufactured 
in accordance with  

CERTIFICATE 2017/540
 

 

Seaqual F-Box WetFloor Drainage 
System 

Tested and approved fit-for-
purpose for used as a floor drainage 

system when manufactured in 
accordance with  

CERTIFICATE 2017/541
 

 

The Seaqual team is keen to gain an understanding of what architects know 
about Seaqual products as well as learning how Seaqual can better serve your 
needs. To this end, the team would greatly appreciate it if you would assist 
in this information-gathering exercise by completing an architect’s 
survey at www.surveymonkey.com/r/57VD2S6. 
And, each participant stands a chance to win a 

R2 000 Woolworths voucher. 
For further information, contact: 044 382 3484, send an email to: 
tech@seaqual.co.za / info@seaqual.co.za, or visit www.seaqual.co.za

The Seaqual team is keen to gain an understanding of what architects know 

Have your say

Cert 1

Cert 2

SEAQUAL LOGOS 
 

 

Seaqual Full-Bore Drainage 
System 

Tested and approved fit-for-
purpose for use as a roof or balcony 

drainage system when manufactured 
in accordance with  

CERTIFICATE 2017/540
 

 

Seaqual F-Box WetFloor Drainage 
System 

Tested and approved fit-for-
purpose for used as a floor drainage 

system when manufactured in 
accordance with  

CERTIFICATE 2017/541
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Corobrik

T 
he Umgeni River in KwaZulu-Natal remains  
one of the most polluted in the country, as it is 
subjected to vast amounts of waste as it passes 
through inhabited areas before reaching Durban’s 

coastline. My dissertation explores how architecture 
could help minimise this impact, while aiding in the 
conservation of a natural eco-system.

 Conceptually, the design makes an analogy between 
ecology and the machine, viewing architecture as similar 
to a mechanical prosthetic device able to support the 
natural context in which it exists. Out of this thinking 
evolved a multi-programmed hydrological awareness 
and research facility straddling the Umgeni River, 
downstream of the Springfield Industrial Park on  
the northern fringe of Durban’s CBD.

 Attaching to an existing 440m-long pedestrian 
walkway bridge and spanning the width of the river, 
the design’s linear configuration revitalises an urban 
corridor between the Umgeni train-station node and  

the industrial park, while maintaining direct contact 
with the water table to collect, filter and recycle both 
surface and sub-surface waste as it passes below. This 
is achieved through using both applied technological 
solutions and integrated ecological living processes  
that take advantage of renewable energies for power, 
support indigenous aquatic species, and purify water 
enough for consumption and rehabilitative purposes. 

 Structurally, the design consists of a multi-level tensile 
modular system. This allows the building’s respective 
floors to suspend off one another via steel cables that can 
be adjusted, using wench systems, to suit the river’s ever-
changing water levels. In addition, an undulating roof 
level is designed to host water-testing laboratories, as well 
as form reconstructed wetland cells – the initiating  › 

One to 
watch

Meet the recipient of the 30th Corobrik Architectural Student of the 
Year award, Jean-Pierre Desvaux De Marigny from the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal. Here, De Marigny describes the project behind his 
award-winning thesis, ‘Design for [bio] diversity’ − an environmental-
awareness and water-research facility in the Springfield Industrial 
Park/Umgeni River catchment area. 

By: Jean-Pierre Desvaux De Marigny

1

1 Desvaux De Marigny’s thesis saw him win the title of Corobrik Architectural Student of the Year.
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Corobrik

2 3D render perspective. 3 3D render perspective.  4 3D section. 

stage of a sequential water-� ltration process that 
descends each � oor as it � ows back and forth over the 
length of the building, before reaching a series of publicly 
accessible water-outlet points at the north entrance. 

� e remaining intermediate levels house the various 
research, educational and administrative components, 
with private research being accommodated within 
recycled shipping containers on the � rst � oor, further 
enabling adaptable expansion, via permanent cranes, 
as the need arises. 

� e existing bridge level below is where the awareness 
aspect comes in as it hosts multiple interactive � ltration 
tanks, exhibition rooms and by-product purchase/
consumption spaces, before the user experience descends 
down to platform level, connecting the public to the 
water body, where they can enjoy activities such as 
kayaking, � shing and ecotourism trails in addition to 
joining the aquaponics, � sh rehabilitation and mangrove 
rehabilitation centres/workshops.

Overall, the architecture aims to exist as merely 
a self-sustainable framework that actively expresses 
how the built environment is able to support nature in 
a systematic and cyclical manner, further seeking to 
transform the idea of ‘waste’ (physical and metaphysical) 
into ‘nutrients’ for regenerative growth, as in addition to 
enabling a space for continued water research, the facility 
provides the public with fresh � sh, fertilisers, bio-gas, 
plants, vegetables and clean water on a daily basis, all 
of which are by-products of the polluted river.  ■

The facility provides the public with fresh fish, 
fertilisers, bio-gas, plants, vegetables and clean 
water on a daily basis 

2

3

4
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Obituary

D 
r Gerald Gordon, a Johannesburg-based architect, 
passed away in September 2016 at the age of 83. 
He qualified in architecture, studying part time in 
order to combine work and study, at the University 

of the Witwatersrand in the early 1950s. 
Gordon ultimately earned three degrees in 

architecture. In 1987, he received his Master’s degree 
(cum laude) for his thesis, ‘Mies van der Rohe: Less is 
more: more or less? An exploration of his doctrines for 
the purpose of illustrating the problem of architectural 
pontification’, which took a disruptive view of the-then 
current architectural theory and fashion. In 1994, 
Gordon earned a PhD for his redesign of AutoCAD. 
His research aimed to enhance the standard computer-
drawing algorithms, and produced a significantly more 
flexible and powerful design tool.

Gordon was known for his design originality. He was 
an artist who believed that good design should marry 
with structure and building processes. His mantra, that 
‘all design should be based on structure’, led him to take 
calculated risks. His design ideas and love of art led him 
to explore new building technologies and design. The lure 
and beauty of simple and effective vernacular architecture, 
which he’d admired while travelling in Europe and the 
Middle East, strongly influenced his thinking about 
using natural and appropriate housing materials. 

While living and working in London, Gordon 
studied law at the London School of Economics. This 
background was a valuable addition to his service 
as the Chairperson of the Transvaal Institute of 
Architects. A legal grasp enabled Gordon to resist what 
he considered short-sighted or invalid municipal and 
town-planning restrictions, and helped him structure 
his own contracts with his clients. A colleague noted 
that he systemised everything. Even his architectural 
specifications captured his minimalist approach to 
design management. 

Gordon’s home in Johannesburg was built clinging 
to what were considered the unbuildable rocky cliffs 
of Linksfield Ridge. He was conscious of walking in 
the footsteps of Hermann Kallenbach – the friend of 

Gandhi, architect, stonemason and carpenter − who had 
also pioneered and blended nature, site and design in the 
same area. Gordon’s unconventional four-storey home 
was entered at parking level, and led down rock-hewn 
steps to the main living area backed by the quartz rock 
face so typical of Joburg’s ridges. Similar commissions 
followed as his skill in building on difficult terrain 
became known.

Gordon joined the staff of the School of Architecture 
at Wits, where he was recognised as a designer with a 
unique approach. An 18-year academic career followed. 
He initially taught design, and then design through 
technology. His academic hallmark was in offering 
students insights combining architectural history, theory 
and independent analysis to inspire African originality. 

To improve design in mass housing and township 
layout, and because Gordon believed that good design 
was compatible with any level of affordability, he 
introduced the ‘Design under cost constraints’ subject. 
Gordon’s low-cost building research resulted in a 
system called ‘Thin skin’ construction. Possible for 
any type of housing, it was particularly relevant for the 
upgrading of informal settlements. His website at www.
thinskinconstruction.com reveals much about Gordon, 
his philosophy, and his pushing of boundaries to find 
alternative techniques and more imaginative designs.  

Gordon wrote a book on his housing designs, 
From vernacular to spectacular. As an acknowledged 
‘housing philosopher’, he presented papers and chaired 
international conferences on sustainable building. 
When he retired from Wits, he continued his research 
there as an honorary research fellow in housing. Owing 
to the shortage of funds for social housing and his 
determination to create built case studies, he used his own 
funds to build prototypes of thin-skin construction.  ■

Remembering 
Gerald Gordon 
A tribute to a veteran architect whose creativity and desire to solve housing problems 
made major contributions to the theory and practice of architecture. 
By: Professor Katherine Munro, honorary staff member at the Wits School of Architecture & Planning

gerald gordon

His design ideas and love of art led him to 
explore new building technologies and design
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Book review

T 
he publication of this bilingual glossary, 
subtitled ‘an illustrated survey of historical terms 
appertaining to the indigenous, folk and colonial 
architectures of Southern Africa’,  raises a number 

of interesting questions or arguments.
Frescura – who was Professor and Chair of Architecture 

at the University of KwaZulu-Natal and has lectured 
in Europe, North America and South-East Asia − has 
been expanding the research for this book since the 
late 1970s,  and it’s comprehensive even if it does miss a 
trick or two. The illustrations, which let the reader see 
and imagine the architectural elements being described 
and introduce the vernacular architectures presented, 
are effective. Despite being from a variety of old and new 
sources and draftsmen/women, the illustrations are 
visually consistent and carefully chosen − not only for 
their didactic uses but also for their uniformity.

So, is this a straight-forward bilingual English-Zulu 
dictionary of architectural terms? The answer must be 
a negative, if only because the choice of language(s) is 
never simple − especially not in South Africa. Here the 
choice has been determined by the needs of the publisher, 
UKZN Press, where undergraduate architectural classes 
are now taught in Zulu, ‘as the first step to providing 
students originating from an indigenous isiZulu-speaking 
background with the support that will give them ready 
access to a specialised lexicon not commonly found 
in either home or working environment’.  Equally, the 
book would introduce the non-Zulu speakers to both the 
lexicon and to vernacular built forms. 

To explore this, I asked University of Cape Town 
architectural students what they thought of the book. 
I spoke to first and third years – with no response. 
I thought this may be owing to the preponderance of 
Xhosa amongst the UCT students, not Zulu, but the 

1 Frescura, F. & Myeza, J. 2017. Illustrated glossary of Southern African architectural terms: 
English-isiZulu. KwaZulu-Natal: University of KwaZulu-Natal Press. 

studio masters suggest it’s because students are interested 
in contemporary architecture rather that in vernacular 
or historical architectures. Nevertheless, the book should 
be a useful companion to Paul Righini’s 1999 Thinking 
architecturally. If architects are like these students, 
and I suspect so, the book may not find many architect 
readers outside of KwaZulu-Natal. But perhaps the most 
interesting question about (and function of) this book is 
an implied one interrogating the complex overlapping of 
language and built form, and the relative effectiveness 
(or usefulness) of each in manifesting culture and the 
gradual loss of linguistic forms as built vernaculars are 
lost or eroded. If the book is used as extensively as the 
writers and publisher would hope in Zulu-speaking 
environs, it could − even should − contribute to a recovery 
of disappearing linguistic and built vernacular forms.

There are some surprising omissions from the lexicon: 
words referring to recovery, like preserve, conserve, 
restore, authenticity, cultural significance and meaning. 
In the current climate, ideas around cultural and built 
heritage − the significance of the built environment 
− are perhaps the most interesting and exciting. In a 
less charged political context, these ideas are also part 
of everyday architectural language and thinking, as 
argued by Amos Rapoport in The meaning of the built 
environment (1982).

My two concerns apart, I suspect that the subject 
matter, as the authors imply by referring to Rapoport’s 
1969 House form and culture, may be of greater 
interest and use to archaeologists, anthropologists and 
ethnographers. Indeed, the relationship between Iron-
Age archaeology and vernacular architectures is better 
recognised in these fields. While not quite a companion, 
the glossary could be an interesting adjunct to Martin 
Hall’s comprehensive Archaeology Africa (1994).  ■

The language 
of the built 
environment

A review of a new English-Zulu glossary of historical architectural terms. 
By: Prof. Stephen Townsend, University of Cape Town

1As I do not speak Zulu, my comments are restricted; but I hope that I am forgiven.
2Frescura and Myeza, 2017: xiii. 3See Frescura’s Rural shelter in Southern Africa 
(1981), and A glossary of Southern African architectural terms (1987). 4Frescura and 
Myeza, 2017: xv. 5Frescura and Myeza, pxiii.
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SPACE 
BETWEEN

THE
A theoretical consideration  
of Lorenzo Nassimbeni’s  
extensive portfolio, which 
explores the ‘in between’ 
intersection of architecture  
and fine art.
By: Yvonne Brecher
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I 
nstead of an attempt at an all-encompassing  
catalogue of works, this article aims to demonstrate 
the work of Lorenzo Nassimbeni through a more 
theoretical framework, describing his design 

philosophy, his career approach and his passion for 
creating with references to key works at regular intervals. 

Nassimbeni has slowly carved 
his own, unique position in the space between 

art and architecture. Having been formally trained 
as an architect at the University of Cape Town, he has 
subsequently diverted his work increasingly towards fine 
arts, but keeps architectural practice close to his method, 
approach and thinking. Constant repetition and reiteration 
in this non-specific field between art and architecture has 
given him the chance to claim a substantial area within it.

Architectural education, generally, encourages one to 
make decisions by resolving problems with rationalised 
justifications. In fine-art practice, decisions are often 
made with feeling and emotion. The overlap between 
art and architecture lies within the aesthetic value with 
reference to composition, order, balance and beauty. By 
interrogating and embracing this vague area between 
the two fields, Nassimbeni often evokes reaction 
and encourages the viewer or user to find their own 
reasoning and interpretation within.

However, Nassimbeni’s blurred area of working is not 
vague, but finite and clear. He defines his own unique ‘in 
between’ by always including and referencing two distinct 
fields of practice, not singling out the one or the other. 
He focuses on the relationships between the two, thus 
allowing each of his artworks to resonate as an architectural 
metaphor. The mediation between art and architecture 
broadens his spectrum in practice and field of knowledge 
by adding more flexibility, possibilities and focus.

At a certain point, art and architecture can be seen to 
overlap. They may even appear to collide before diverting 
into two distinct professions. Architecture gives reason 
to creativity, and art manifests the abstraction and 
intuition. Both professions are supported by a concept, 
to carry a broader idea forward over time. By Oxford 
Dictionary definition, architecture is ‘the art or practice 
of designing and constructing buildings. The style in 
which a building is designed and constructed, especially 
with regard to a specific period, place, or culture’.  ›

By: Yvonne Brecher

Project 1
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2

3

Architectural practice bears certain perceptions  
on how projects are developed and realised  

into built form. Commercial developments place 
emphasis on deadlines, budgets and turnover

4

5
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I see architecture as less rigid; realised through 
a process of developing ideas of abstraction and 
conceptualisation that evolve and refine into built 
spatial form. By Oxford Dictionary definition, art is 
‘the expression or application of human creative skill 
and imagination, typically in a visual form such as 
painting or sculpture, producing works to be appreciated 
primarily for their beauty or emotional power’.

For Nassimbeni, a year-long study sojourn in Venice 
inspired him to define and redefine his own perceived 
place between art and architecture. His objective was 
to find harmony between the two. Now, in his work, he 
shifts his thinking from theory to practice, searching for 
mechanisms to drive his creativity and find resolution 
within the ‘in between’. 

Stair to Imagined City
This digital illustration, which was illuminated on the 
ABSA Tower for the Maboneng Art Week in 2014, is an 
example of how Nassimbeni finds the ‘practical state’ 
of ‘in between’. The black, individual lines floating in 
white space capture a moment in time and space. We 
are prompted to consider Henri Lefebvre’s comment, in 
Critique of everyday life, that everyday moments reveal 
emotional clarity and self-fulfillment (Lefebvre, 2002).

Together 
For the FNB Joburg Art Fair 2016, Nassimbeni was asked 
by David Krut to exhibit under rather unique parameters. 
All the represented artists arrived with ready-made, 
framed pieces. He came with black ink, ladder and 
paintbrush, and produced artwork on the white exhibition 
panels among the rest. His was a temporary mural; to be 
washed away and remain only in memory or photographic 
form. His drawing of the experience, titled Together, 
references the two artworks on either side of his panel. 
This is done by effectively joining them together, adding 
a third dimension − and therefore longevity − to his own 
‘moment’, which had no duration itself.

In a recent interview with Gabriella Pinto for Between 
10 and 5 (2015), Nassimbeni commented on the fact that 
skill in drawing and the ability to create are vital tools 
for both architects and artists in their interpretations 
of the world. Whereas artists are free to translate and 
communicate that world in whichever way they wish, 
an architect’s concepts and ideas tend to be curbed by 
regulations, ergonomics and pragmatic processes.

Architectural practice bears certain perceptions on 
how projects are developed and realised into built form. 
Commercial developments place emphasis on deadlines, 
budgets and turnover. In the office environment, the 
underpinning theory and philosophy of architectural 
discipline might be overshadowed by practicalities. Even 
so, drawing remains an invaluable way of communicating, 
right from that first sketch on a serviette all the way 
through to inception and construction.

The traditional tendency to separate the professions of 
art and architecture is affirmed by Patrik Schumacher, 

principal of Zaha Hadid Architects, who insists: 
‘Architecture is not art although form is our specific 
contribution to the evolution of world society. We need 
to understand how new forms can make a difference for 
the progress of world civilisation’ (Hosey, 2016).

A lot of Nassimbeni’s work trademarks the play between 
art and architecture. By using both fields to delve deeper 
into finding a new form, his unique niche defines 
the ‘in between’, formalising a space between art and 
architecture, where similar stages of overlap are shared. 
This area of overlap is sometimes difficult to encode and 
grasp. When referring to Nassimbeni’s work, his way of 
thinking and his position in his practice, the meaning of the 
ancient Greek khôra gives it clarity and validity: ‘It is neither 
being nor non-being but an interval between in which the 
“forms” were originally held; it “gives space”… the khôra 
rests between the sensible and the intelligible, through 
which everything passes but in which nothing is retained. 
For example, an image needs to be held by something, 
just as a mirror will hold a reflection’ (Wikipedia, 2017).

Constantia sculpture
Nassimbeni succeeds in building ‘spatial art pieces’, or 
‘art pieces representing spatial qualities’, or ‘art pieces of 
spaces’. The variety of spatial characteristics that emerge 
throughout his work can each be analysed to reveal 
his strong connection to architecture. The Constantia 
sculpture is a concrete mould, which derived from the 
ground-floor plan of the house designed by Antonio 
Zaninovic. The sculpture gives space by its interpretation 
as a scale model of the house. The mural contains 
space, yet has no inhabitants and can only be viewed 
upon entering the front door. Simultaneously, it is an 
artwork against the wall that supports a holistic spatial 
understanding of the house.

In Questions of perception, Maurice Merleau-Ponty 
says: ‘an in-between’ reality and ‘ground on which 
it is universally possible to bring things together,’ 
emerges from ‘the continuous unfolding of overlapping 
spaces, materials and detail.’ Beyond the physicality of 
architectural objects, there is something intangible to be 
experienced. Merleau-Ponty’s in-between reality could 
be like the moment individual elements begin to lose 
their clarity, and objects merge with the field  
(Holl, Pallasmaa & Perez-Gomez, 2006: 45).  

The Power of Paint
Working with 100 scholars from Sea Point Primary 
School, and within a four-hour schedule, Nassimbeni  › 

1 Stair to Imagined City. Nassimbeni’s digital illustration curated by Parts & Labour for for 
the ABSA LUMEN project, Maboneng Art Week, 2014. 2 Together. Mural, assisted by Rhett 
Martyn. David Krut Projects, FNB Art Fair, 2016.  3 Constantia sculpture, ccommissioned 
by architect Antonio Zaninovic, 2015. Fabrication assisted by Cameron Barnes Furniture.  
Photographer : Tatjana Meirelles. 4 & 5 The Power of Paint. Mural in Sea Point, Cape Town 
commissioned by the Herzlia High School Interact Committee and Plascon.
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led the painting process for this mural. He designed it 
as a simple pattern of scholars holding hands, turning   
into houses that transform from dense to widespread, 
disappearing into an ocean. The design appears as a 
single building block that forms the basis of an ordered 
motif. On this he comments: ‘…besides bricks and mortar 
of buildings, cities are made up of the people who inhabit 
these buildings, and the space formed between them.’

These moments captured show a process of an in-
between reality, where Nassimbeni gets scholars to 
participate in the process of making. The beauty lies 
with how things are brought together in a joint effort, 
enmeshed in experiences. The mural prolongs its 
existence by becoming part of the urban fabric. Now this 
spatial art piece defines a universal property that is part of 
the sidewalk experience and the continuous use for every 
day, merged within the field of city dwellers, pedestrians, 
art users and participators making the urban connection.

Nassimbeni prefers to express himself within the 
urban realm. Some of his works require public response 
and interaction, and this exposes a dependency on the 
urban dweller. To ensure reaction to his work, he seeks 
a deeper understanding of the city. He often partners 
and collaborates with other professions, so as to carry 
out projects for the city. These joint efforts contribute to 
exposing the complexities and heterogeneous nature of the 
city. Nassimbeni’s public work gives way to its users. His 
own ego-imprint becomes secondary. He says (Pinto, 2015): 
‘The world has become so multifaceted and intertwined 
that it is encouraged to find spaces in between clear, defined 
practices to widen the spectrum and go across all borders.’

One cannot provide a single canon to the city. In his 
1987 essay ‘Weak architecture’, Ignasi de Solà-Morales 
(1942−2001), the Catalan architect and philosopher, 
said that ‘a single reality can no longer be regarded as a 
unitary whole, but appears instead as the overlapping 
of different layers’ (Pitches & Popat, 2011: 61). By 
combining and merging a wide spectrum of professions 
and their activities, and by the sharing of workspaces, a 
rich understanding can be achieved, allowing for more 
informed possibilities and a broader field of study. In 

Nassimbeni recognises the urban 
landscape as an integrated part of 

one’s everyday experience that is also 
driven by an ideal of ‘civilisation’

6

7

8
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Performance perspectives, Morales explains that the basis 
of universal rationality lies within the absolute reality of 
art, science, and political practice: ‘This is the strength of 
weakness, that strength which art and architecture are 
capable of producing precisely when they adopt a posture 
that is not aggressive and dominating, but tangential and 
weak’ (Pitches & Popat, 2011: 61). The notion of ‘weak’ is 
not cast into a negative shadow, but rather a quality that 
sheds light, as a well-informed, holistic realisation that 
accompanies and incorporates anything a city can carry. 

Westbury Park
For the new park in Westbury, Nassimbeni collaborated 
with Iyer Urban Design. The team encouraged the 
community to participate in the design process. Keeping 
in mind the history of Westbury and its layered context, 
Nassimbeni asked the community to explain their 
own idea of ‘boundaries’. Photographs and narratives 
were collaged into a uniform, pattern-like geometry. 
Nassimbeni says that because the community was 
involved, the mural relates to the park in the way that 
Westbury relates to its history and people. In the words of 
Tahira Toffa, urban designer at IYER: ‘To co-create our 
public work with the communities is key to making the 
work relevant and to getting buy-in from the community.’

Alice Lane Staircase 
In Sandton, rapid development is leading to densification 
and the building of new skyscrapers. Walkability, access 
to parks and shared spaces is becoming essential for 
pedestrians to benefit from a safe and pleasant city-
life experience. The relationship between buildings is 
becoming more important than the buildings themselves 
because the ‘leftover’, in-between spaces are all that give 
access, direction and pause. Nassimbeni mentions in 
interviews that he wants to look deeper into the essence 
of architecture and urban space. He uses words like 
de-objectifying, repetition, and diluting and speaks of 
making the in-between spaces ‘tangible and marketable’. 
He says: ‘This is an architectural comment on the value 
we place on buildings as singular icons, rather than the 
attention we ought to pay to cities as growing bodies 
composed of buildings and people.’

The entrance staircase to the mixed-use development 
designed by Paragon Architects is part of the new Alice 
Lane Precinct in Sandton. Nassimbeni was commissioned 
by Parts & Labour to decorate the steps. The design brief 
was ‘to add more vibrancy with colour to a predominantly 
monotone environment; and to scoop pedestrians up 
from the sidewalk at street level to engage with the raised 
podium piazza.’ Nassimbeni created a tiled-pattern graphic 
laid upon the risers of the steps, inspired by the form of 
the building. The triangle repeats turn into a dynamic of 
directional arrows that induce a spontaneous up-and-down 
movement. A palette of primary colours on a bed of ‘white 
canvas’ tiles were selected, so as to add vibrant colours. 

When one approaches this colourful work, it is 
perceived as a two-dimensional image, mounted flat 

against a surface. The scale has a human ratio to it, as 
well as a larger city-scale composition, in harmony with 
the urban building façade. As one proceeds towards the 
building, arrows and shapes elongate and stretch until 
they break up into single steps. Nassimbeni says the 
staircase itself is the space. It doesn’t obtrude as an object, 
but mediates between city and building, giving it an 
interesting contextual position. Small interventions like 
these contribute to enhancing city life and attract people 
to meet and gather in these transitional public spaces.

In Questions of perception, Maurice Merleau-Ponty 
talks about the merging of object and field. Spatial 
experiences are open-ended. Assorted observations 
are made from various overlapping perceptions and 
perspectives. Designers, artists and architects are 
challenged to think democratically to distinguish places 
of significance and address a collective existence. ‘The 
old conditions of linear perspective, with its vanishing 
points and horizon line, disappear behind us as modern 
urban life presents multiple horizons, hovering horizons 
and multiple vanishing points … Our experience of a 
city can only be, however, perspectival, fragmented and 
incomplete (Holl et al., 2006: 48) 

Nassimbeni recognises the urban landscape as an 
integrated part of one’s everyday experience that is also 
driven by an ideal of ‘civilisation’. 

Rahima Moosa Mural
Nassimbeni’s Rahima Moosa mural was done in 
collaboration with 26’10 South Architects. It is located 
on the façade of an addition to the Mother and Child 
Hospital in Coronationville, Johannesburg. His drawings 
were translated into ceramic tiles of selected colours, 
which were drawn from a palette of the city landscape. 
Nassimbeni describes it as ‘a conglomerate landscape of 
lines, land, buildings and sky’. The lines of strata represent 
the contextual layers of Johannesburg’s underground, 
mined layer; the gold colour of the mine dumps; the black 
infrastructure shaping the skyline; and the sky above.

This tiled artwork is Nassimbeni’s take on Johannesburg, 
and it offers a distinct language, which translates serene 
tones that constitute its milieu. His process of developing 
a framed view of a place is generated through site 
analysis. For him, analysing the context is actually being 
present in that space where art and architecture meet. He 
enjoys being there, directing, integrating and connecting 
space and conceptual thought.  ›

6 Westbury Park, mural by Nassimbeni in collaboration with the Westbury community.  
Park designed by Iyer Urban Design (in association with Local Studio.) Graphic presentation, 
research and project management by Counterspace. Photograph by Tahira Toffa shared on 
Facebook. 7 Alice Lane Staircase. Building designed by Paragon Architects. Project Management 
by Parts & Labour. Graphic presentation by Counterspace. Photograph: Dharmaratna 
Saraswati. 8 Rahima Moosa mural: a view of the Johannesburg landscape. Mural in 
collaboration with 26’10 South Architects, designers of the building. Tiling contractor, d.ash 
(Ashley Heron). Photograph : Dave Southwood.
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The Lorenzo Line
No matter the result, projects always begin as an idea 
that is sketched in his mind then drawn on paper. Single 
squiggles, wiggling and continuous flow give quality to 
his unique line-language. These carry sensitivity and 
certainty. He seems to be longing for ‘belonging’, finding 
assurance in the space between art and architecture. 
When Nassimbeni constructs a double-life-size mural, he 
carefully measures and plots out each line and segment 
on the wall, then stands back to see the effect of a quick 
splat. He says: ‘Changing gear means renegotiating my 
relationship to line – engaging a looseness and opening 
myself to a less rigid sense of control.’

Fabric collection
This is a textile design collection composed through 
patterning a group of iconic buildings. They are copied 
and arranged to shift the focal point away from the 
buildings themselves. They are weakened through 
repetition and by drawing attention to occupying spaces 
in between. From line to drawing to building to street to 
city, this artistic expression reveals new possibilities of 
understanding the urban context.

In his TEDx Soweto talk from 2012, Nassimbeni states: 
‘Urban landscape to me speaks of a wide physical space 
that acts as the home of the city. It’s a space that contains 
buildings, public spaces, streets, events, everyday urban 
life, human sentiment and communication … It’s a large 
cloth spreading itself far and wide, and shrouding urban 
artifacts’ (Architecture and the art within: 2012).

 Nassimbeni understands how people interact with 
architectural spaces within an urban environment. His 
is the art of looking at the way we live architecturally. He 
observes the not-so-obvious and generates work from that. 
He draws what he sees, with a line that communicates 
everyday things. The line is a tool to create spatial depth and 
perspective in a two or three-dimensional environment.

Neil Ellis Wine farm mural
Here, the work is simple, direct and effective. Nassimbeni 
strips away detail and dilutes a scene into its primary 
substance. A picture is framed within its context and the 
focus is drawn with simple black lines.

He depicts sites, cityscapes and destinations that one 
takes for granted when repetitively passing by every day. 
Lorenzo captures everyday moments into contour-line 
drawings, giving value and impression to the everyday. 
His two-dimensional line drawings are rhetorical, where 
simple lines of representation are drawn to allow for a 
personal spatial completion. They allow a person to enter 
the ‘in between’ he shares and enjoy it.  ■

Project 1

9 Mural at Neil Ellis Wine farm, commissioned by Three14 Architects who designed the  
interior. 10 The Lorenzo line: sketch by Nassimbeni. Digital illustration curated by  
Parts & Labour for the ABSA LUMEN project, Maboneng Art Week, 2014. 11 Fabric pattern. 
Mavromac textile collection designed by Nassimbeni.
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women in architecture 

Reflections 
on Women in 

Architecture

The newly launched SAIA 
Women in Architecture/
Construction Awards should 
be seen as a first step in 
the move towards deeper 
considerations of what an 
increased role for women in 
the profession could mean.

A 
rchitecture is not an easy field to study, teach 
or practice. We have to contend with many 
forms of exclusion in a highly elitist profession. 
The exclusion is evident in attempts to ‘silence’ 

difference; dismiss as ‘nonprofessional’ alternative forms 
of design, thinking or practice; and in declaring ‘other’ 
voices and forms of expression as invalid. This happens 
in overt and subtle ways. Sometimes we carry out that 
censorship ourselves through self-doubt, lack  
of confidence and years of systematic conditioning.

I have generally hated and avoided labels: woman, 
black, Muslim. I usually subscribe to the argument made 
by the Danish architect Dorte Mandrup: ‘I am simply 
asking for the professional courtesy of being considered 
an architect, without a pre-fixed set of values or 
attributes. As a creative person working within a creative 
field, I rely on my ability to take on complex challenges 
with a full and multifaceted skills set. I do not approach 
assignments as a woman, but as a professional architect’ 
(Mandrup, 2017). Some disagreed with Mandrup, 
believing that conditions for women differ based on 
context, and that in many countries women would go 
unnoticed if not for a ‘strong effort’ to recognise them 
(Howarth, 2017). I have preferred to engage with the 
content and meaning of architecture, rather than the 
symbolic aspect of having more women in the profession 
or the concerted efforts to expose women’s struggles 
in the field. But more and more, I find myself holding 
positions that may be regarded as contradictory. 

I am aware of the inequalities in the profession:  
‘The Women in Architecture survey provides  
disturbing insights into the experiences of 1 152  
women worldwide – alarmingly, more than one in  
five would not recommend a career in architecture’ 
(Tether, 2016: 65). The problems cited in the survey  
range from the lack of authority of women architects 
in the industry to perceived differences in pay. Many 
believe that you can only have a good work-life balance  
if you have no dependants – perhaps why many  
women in the profession don’t have children. 

I appreciate that there is a lack of fair representation 
in the profession and that we need to focus on achieving 
change through adding diverse voices and views.  
I celebrate initiatives such as ‘40 women who shaped 
cities’, which aims to document the role of women ‘who 
have left an indelible mark on buildings, culture and 
politics in cities across the globe’ to address the ‘omission 
and erasure’ that often happens (Hester, 2016). Yet many 
times, in addition to highlighting the role of women 
in our male-dominated profession, I celebrate voices 
that question the profession and its practice. I hope that 
young architects (men or women) start asking questions 
about what it means to excel in the field and how we  
may transform the profession completely. I hope we 
learn to question particular interpretations of what 
architecture is – and what a ‘rise to the top’ means within 
the profession. Women imitating men and following 
their lead, rather than innovating new ways of ‘doing’, 
means no real change will be achieved. 

I was inspired recently by a Facebook post by  
Zackie Achmat, in which he listed over 100 women  
who influenced him (Achmat, 2017). Compiling the  
list was an act of love and a wonderful way to honour 
them. I thought of making my own list of women.  
It would be a long list if it were for my life in general,  
but it would be a very short list if it were for those  
I interacted with in the profession. There were not many 
women in architecture. Today, when we do ‘make it’,  
we tend to not be so supportive of women colleagues.  
We must also sometimes ‘fix’ ourselves as we demand 
society be ‘fixed’. As a woman architect, I have been 
mentored and supported throughout my career by  
many men, which needs to be acknowledged.  › 

By: Amira Osman 

I cannot shy away from the fact that achieving 
equality means both equal opportunity as well  
as equal accountability
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It is also important to consider whether 
space and building would be different if we 
had more active participation for women: 
‘I hate to stereotype,’ says architect Fiona 
Scott. ‘But I don’t think there are many 
women who think, “Oh, my ideal project 
would be a massive tower”’ (Rustin, 2014). 
Playing with form and technology at the 
expense of people and their daily lived 
experience is something that our male-

dominant profession tends to do. Our most celebrated 
architects propagated specific and disadvantaging gender 
roles through their work, and in their personal lives. Le 
Corbusier’s designs reinforced strong ideas about the role 
of women in society and in the home – there didn’t seem 
to be any question about the fact that housework was 
women’s work (Samuel, 2007). These beliefs sometimes 
played out in how men behaved around women (Zinkin, 
2014). ‘Le Corbusier […] is the perfect embodiment of the 
architect as demiurge who decrees autonomous structures 
made by men (not women) on a supine earth’ (Betsky, 
2013). The problems that Le Corbusier’s ‘Modulor’ posed 
in its lack consideration for gender variations, as well as 
other variations, must also be considered. How various 
standards are imposed on society through built form and 
space needs to be dealt with in a conscious manner. 

Having said this, as with racist attitudes crossing 
between races, sexist attitudes cross between genders. 
A woman architect can be as much a culprit, as a 
male architect, in perpetuating egotistical, elitist and 
irrelevant modes of practice in the profession. This is  
a sensitive topic, considering that powerful women have 
historically been ‘violently’ vilified. Systemic misogyny  
is real and women tend to be subjected to aggressive 
forms of slander. But I cannot shy away from the fact  

that achieving equality means both equal opportunity  
as well as equal accountability. Women architects  
should be equally questioned. 

As women architects, we need to bring more 
awareness into the profession with regards to gender, 
space and power. Space can reinforce power relations. 
Space can disempower and disadvantage. As an example, 
as a Muslim woman, not having equal access to places 
of worship reinforces my position as a ‘second-class’ 
Muslim, deprived from equal experience of the main 
spaces of mosques – and in turn deprived from equal 
access to the spiritual experiences and knowledge that 
can be derived from having physical access to those 
spaces. Being relegated to ancillary spaces, to side 
entrances – that are usually dark, unacknowledged, 
small and hard to find – is a powerful reflection of 
what society thinks of me, my contribution, my role 
and my rights. Indeed, it could be argued that gender 
stratification reduces ‘women’s access to socially  
valued knowledge’ (Spain, 1993: 137). All space and 
forms are value-laden; they contain meaning. How 
spaces and entrances are designed for women says  
much about power structures in society.

There is much research to be done in terms of gender 
dimensions in architecture. In my PhD I write about 
women, dress forms and the use of space in northern 
riverain Sudan; how a woman’s space ‘expands’ 
depending on her dress form and how she takes over 
men’s spaces in the home at certain times of the day.  
I also write about makeshift kitchens and nomadic 
patterns in the home and how these patterns are 
translated into contemporary urban homes (Osman, 
2004). This is not unique to the Sudan: ‘Gender relations 
are thus implicated in the conventional social and 
hierarchical arrangement of cities, where it is sanctioned 
that man should dominate space and that the house 
is women’s assigned place’ (Lico, 2001: 37). Having 
more women in the profession would ensure better 
documentation and representation of these experiences,  ›  1 Old Shendi house. The different colours denote the different courtyards for men and women.
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create awareness to start dismantling disadvantaging 
spatial norms as well as enable space articulation to be 
better suited to women’s needs; better serving women 
and society in general in private and public spaces.

The SAIA Women in Construction/Women in
Architecture Awards are introduced with this text:  
‘The story of every woman in architecture is important, 
as each has her own struggles and hurdles. It is from 
this understanding that the South African Institute of 
Architects (SAIA) promotes this particular award for 
women in architecture.’ When invited to take part in  
the jury, and having previously participated in numerous 
architecture juries, I naïvely assumed that I would be 
assessing the architectural work produced by the women 
architects. I then became aware that we were to assess the 
entrants based on text entries that included descriptions of 
studies, professional registration status and details about 
architectural practice, which seemed to highlight ‘choices, 
decisions and experience’. The entrants were asked to 
describe their ‘hobbies, sport and creative work’ as well 
as ‘background, influences and role models’, to include 
‘family, extended family, children and community’. In 
comparison, an internet search for ‘women architecture 
awards’ shows the different ways in which such awards 
have been handled. In one case, various categories 
presented include ‘design leadership’ and ‘activist/mentor’. 
Unlike the new SA awards, the text requested is generally 
brief with more focus being made on the influence they 
have made through their design/built work.

The entrants were also asked about their experience  
of the construction industry; the challenges it poses 
and the support they’ve received. They were asked 
about ‘work-life balance’ and in what way they are role 
models to their families and communities. It quickly 
became apparent that women architects are judged on 
much more than what men architects are judged on. 
Male architects are never asked if they achieve work-
life balance and if they are good role models for their 
families. Indeed, they may fail completely in that regard 
but they are still considered to be successful architects. 

The architectural work outputs were restricted to one 
A3 sheet and were obviously not the focus of the awards. 
Once we understood that, we set up weighted criteria to 
be able to accurately compare the submissions. We aimed 
to assess the contributions by the entrants in terms of 
publications, examination duties, competitions and juries.  
The architectural project contributions were assessed in  
terms of contributions to city, public space, environment,  
sustainability and community-based projects. We also  
assessed the role of the women architects in contributing 
to their professional communities through in-service 
training or mentorship programmes and/or internships. 
We tried to assess to what extent the entrants participated 
in the profession’s voluntary associations and in what ways 
they addressed issues of corporate social responsibility or  
investment. With regards to the difficulties faced in the  
profession, we defined that as ‘business acumen’ in practice. 
(I acknowledge the role of the jury members in this process.)

While the launch of this award gives good reason for 
celebration, it is also an opportunity to reflect on how we 
would like to see it evolve in the future. This conversation 
will also help us better articulate our positions about 
gender representation in the profession. I would like to 
see women architects being celebrated for excellence 
in their professional contributions. I would also like 
to see them not being held up to impossible standards 
in terms of being role models or having succeeded in 
achieving work-life balance. It will also be interesting to 
interrogate their built work to see if they have succeeded 
in designing differently with a heightened sensitivity to 
gender issues with regards to space and built form. 

I hope this award does not lead to naïve interpretations 
of what an increased role for women in our profession 
could mean. I hope we are able to avoid superficial 
analysis and bring a depth to the debate about how 
a transformed profession could benefit all sectors of 
society. Ideally, we would all be assessed by one set of 
criteria, and ideally we would reach a stage when we 
didn’t need to single out a particular group of people 
(based on race or gender) to confer awards. However, 
we know that many important contributions go 
unrecognised in mainstream practice. Ideally, we would 
all be labelled ‘architects’ in a transformed profession 
that serves all and celebrates contributions to humanity 
beyond the narrow confines of conventional practice.  ■
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                                   Reading 

History 
Part 2 on the history of the Wits Architecture Library looks at the period after Professor Pearse’s 
appointment, when he invited his students in 1927 to use the architecture library, which had been  
a lending library for some years. The Reading Room and Library Committee asserted that 
‘a university without a good library to which students are allowed access is an anomalous position 
and greatly hampered in its work’.
By: Janie Johnson

 part 2

South African higher education in architecture 
The history of architectural education in Johannesburg 
can be traced back to the year 1905, following the 
establishment in 1904 of the Transvaal Technical 
Institute. Classes were given by H. Seon Morris, 
supported by the practising architects of the town. 
Due to lack of adequate facilities, many of the students 
travelled to Europe to complete their studies (ATA, 
1924b: 39), but the SA Branch of the London Society of 
Architects continued to work unassumingly towards the 
betterment and welfare of the profession in the country.

After 1909, when the Architects’ Registration Act7 came 
into force (ATA, 1924b: 39), there grew an acute awareness 
of the need for subject teaching at a South African higher-
education institution. The gold and mining magnate 
Alfred Beit8 bequeathed a magnificent gift of a quarter 
of a million pounds and a site of over 1 600 acres 20km 
north of Johannesburg, known as Frankenwald9, to be 
used for a university, but Howden and Stewart Architects10 
had already designed the Transvaal University Buildings 
in Eloff Street (ATA, 1911g: 137). The executors of the Beit 
funds disapproved of contributing towards completing 
this building, so the first South African university found a 
home on the slopes of Table Mountain (ATA, 1911h: 148).

Chair of Architecture
Again the ATA showed its disposition by motivating 
for a Chair in architecture at the Transvaal University 
College, which was honoured by the government. 
The ATA was responsible for the realisation of the 
scheme and it had to guarantee 500 pounds for the › 

1 Transvaal University College, Plein Square, Johannesburg. Architects: Howden & Stewart. 
(Source: The African Architect, June 1911: 20. Recognition goes to the South African 
Architectural Institute). 
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initial expenses of the Chair of 
architecture (ATA, 1920d: 416). 
Professor G.E. Pearse  
was appointed.

At the time, Prof Pearse was 
preparing a book on the work 
of Herbert Baker (later Sir) in 
South Africa. The purpose of the 
book was to raise the standard 
of domestic architecture by 

idealising the traditions of the old Dutch architecture 
at the Cape: ‘It is felt that a work of this nature, fully 
illustrated with plans and photographs, will be of great 
value to the practitioner and student as well as of interest 
to the layman’ (ATA, 1925: 28). An original first edition 
of the book, dated 1933 and signed by Pearse, is in the 
Wits Architectural Archival Collection. 

The library continued to be enriched by donors, such as 
Hon. Henry Littleton and Herbert Baker, who contributed 
two books on Early Christian art and architecture in 
Rome and Pisa, and F. Williamson contributed a copy  
of Durand’s great work (Pearse, 1926: 39).

 
A planned library at Witwatersrand University
The ever-present library came under discussion in a 
critique on competition plans for the Wits University 
Central Block. The competitor was awarded third place 
for placing the library on one of the four sides of the 
square, thus giving several departments some 60-odd 
metres of corridor to traverse to reach the library as in 
the third design, which could in no sense be considered 
central to all departments (Student, 1920: 393).

As early as 1921, traces could be found of library 
collection control when the business manager requested 
that council members in possession of, and willing to 
release, three particular Building journal publications 
communicated this to the registrar (ATA, 1921b: 473). 
Currently, Wits University Architecture Library still has 
a complete collection of the early journals, which were 
recently digitised and can be read at https://saai.omeka.net

In a Historical Sketch, the editor announced that 
the ‘new Architectural School of the Witwatersrand 
University would be accommodated in the western block 
of the main university buildings in course of erection  
at Milner Park, Johannesburg’ (Editor, 1924: 40).

The library was, according to Pearse, ‘splendidly 
equipped [containing] some of the best reference books 
obtainable. It is available for reference to practitioners and 
each year we are adding to the number of periodicals.  
I have an annual grant from the University, but, like 
Oliver Twist, we are always asking for more and we are 
anxious to build up a fund for the purchase of some of  
the larger and rarer reference works’ (Pearse, 1926: 40).

The School of Architecture moved into the new Milner 
Park Buildings at the beginning of 1926. The ‘more 
congenial surroundings and splendid equipment’ made 
for very satisfactory work and library book purchasing was 
introduced. The first purchased list follows (ATA, 1927: 24):
• Concours de l’Ecole des Beaux Arts: Les Grands Prix de 

Rome d’Architecture − 2 Vols.
• D’Espouy: Monuments antiques − 3 Vols.
• D’Espouy: Fragments d’architecture antiques − 2 Vols.
• D’Espouy: Fragments d’architecture de la Renaissance
• Haupt: Palast architecktur
• Reinhardt: Palast architecktur
• Raschdorff : Palast architecktur − 2 Vols.
• Planat: Louis XIV, Louis, XV, Louis XVI
• Ellis: Modern practical joinery
• Ellis: Modern practical carpentry
• The book of decorative furniture, by E. Foley
• Drawings by Percier et Fontaine
• Bourgoin: Precis de l’Arabe
The important role of the library was stressed at a prize-
giving in June 1927, when Professor Pearse mentioned: 
‘With regard to design the policy of the school was  › 

‘I have an annual grant 
from the University, but, 
like Oliver Twist, we are 

always asking for more’ –
Professor G.E. Pearse, 1926

2 A signed first edition of the 1933 book by Professor Pearse is in the Wits Architectural  
Archival Collection. 
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to encourage as much as possible the student’s own 
imagination and initiative which, after a preliminary 
scheme had been evolved, could be supplemented  
by reference to the library’ (Pearse, 1927: 40).

From a small association library onwards
At the same function where the Williamson donation  
of DuRand’s work was announced and the praises of the 
Association’s architecture library had been sung, student 
works were exhibited for prize-giving. Amongst them 
was a third-year student, R.D. Martienssen (University 
of the Witwatersrand School of Architecture. (Pearse, 
1926: 40), who later, together with his peers, assisted 
Professor Pearse in his study on Cape Dutch furniture 
by measuring and drawing the artefacts. Still later, he 
spearheaded an interruption of international Modernism 
in Johannesburg, influencing an entire new generation  
of progressively minded architects with a modernist 
vision (Foster, 2010: 105).

Herwitz (1998: 41) gives the following description: 
‘culture is almost by definition a system of signs, and 
no culture could be free of public representation’. He 
continues to write that South Africa lacks this kind of 
public representation due to the historical South African 
business development in a colonial context, ‘when the 
country was not even a nation but a possession to drain 
and plunder’. Spaces for sharing were not created in a 

colonial and later apartheid times, and ‘crucial archives 
remain buried’. Such archives are desperately needed for 
rewriting the ‘entire past in a new colloquy’ to become 
the cultural legacy of the entire nation covering the 
entire range of cultural symbols (Herwitz, 1998: 420). 

Architectural histories are well preserved in the 
historic Witwatersrand University Architecture 
Library, known as the Martienssen Library. An archival 
collection is being developed over and above the existing 
lending library. The library currently forms one of the  
11 branches of the university library system. 

Today, ‘Wits staff and students have access to 1 206 
144 book volumes, 150 012 print and electronic journal 
titles, 234 online databases and over 3 300 collections 
of historical, political and cultural importance, 
encompassing the mid-17th century to the present,  
some of which are being digitised for preservation’ 
(University of the Witwatersrand, n.d).

Analysis
Visionary architects established a reading room that 
was the beginning of a professional library that stood  › 

3

4

3 & 4 Model for the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg. Associated architects: Frank 
Emley, Cowin & Powers. (Source: The South African Architectural Record, June 1924: 37).
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the test of time through periods of 
growth, progress and development 
as well as through times of concern 
and critique. Motivation and 
encouragement, structure, system 
and standards, community service 
and a giving spirit mark this story. 
The active role of early South 
African architects in establishing 
the Witwatersrand University needs 
recognition. More importantly, the 
Wits Architecture Library was the 
direct result of the work of early 
South African architects through 
the Association of Transvaal 
Architects (ATA) − amalgamated 
into the South African 

Architectural Institute in 1910. After having moved the 
association library several times, when the Architecture 
School moved to Wits University, the association library 
found a home within short walking distance from each 
lecturing room (Student, 1920: 393).

Wits University did not spend much on a library 
during the 1920s − Murray (1982: 118) calls it a ‘derisory 
sum’. Murray also states that in 1927 Wits didn’t have 
a central library. The Seymour Memorial Library 
went from the Mining School at Plein Square to the 
Johannesburg Public Library ‘for the free use of the 

inhabitants of Johannesburg’ and at ‘Milner Park11, 
the various departments all supposedly ran their own 
libraries’. Whether Murray’s 1926 Reading Room (top 
floor of Central Block) − in an effort by the University 
Departments of English, History and Classics to begin 
a Central Library − was the same room as used by the 
architects for their library, remains for further research, 
but from this research it appears not to be the case.

It can therefore be concluded that the Wits 
Architecture School was responsible for the first Wits 
subject lending library as it was already operational 
with the ATA in 1920 and library work activities like 
collection control, binding processes and lending were 
performed before moving to Wits Central Block at 
Milner Park. It was therefore possible for Professor 
Pearse to invite his students to use the library in 1927 
(Pearse, 1927: 40), while the ‘Reading Room and  
Library Committee properly complained to Senate  
that, “A University without a good library to which 
students are allowed access is an anomalous position  
and greatly hampered in its work”’ (Senate Misc./169/27 
in Murray, 1982: 119).

Research by Musiker and Musiker (1998: 10) supports 
this statement. On the lack of a central catalogue for all 
the departmental collections, the authors mention ‘no 
coordinated system of purchasing and no reading room 
for students’. They conclude that the needs of students 
were largely overlooked, as the funds allocated to each 
department were used by academic staff for teaching 
and research. This altogether ‘vitiated’ the value of the 
potential [central] library. The first acting librarian, B.N. 
Haynes, was appointed for six months from 1 March 
1928, whereas until 1927 senior students managed 
different subject collections (Musiker & Musiker, 1998: 
16). Only on 1 November 1929 was a professional 
and experienced librarian, Percy Freer, appointed as 
university librarian (Musiker & Musiker, 1998: 17).

History repeats itself: as in the early days of 
establishing a professional architectural library, 
once again a few interested parties are working with 
passion and commitment to set up archives at the Wits 
Architecture Library. Unlike Professor G.E. Pearse, the 
project has no grant yet as it is a new initiative, but we 
join the late professor in saying, ‘like Oliver Twist, we  
are always asking for more and we are anxious to build 
up a fund’ (Pearse, 1926: 40).  ■
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EATON FOR 
AFRICA – 
50 YEARS 
LATER

I 
t’s just over 50 years since the passing of well-known 
South African architect Norman Eaton (1902−1966). 
Emerging trajectories on post-colonial identities, 
entangled histories, and positions on decolonisation 

makes the reappraisal of his legacy necessary. This 
feature posits snapshots of his legacy to open new 
dialogues on the meaning of his contribution to the 
South African architectural cultural landscape. 

Two works by theorist Hilde Heynen will frame 
these snapshots, namely ‘The intertwinement of 
Modernism and colonialism: A theoretical perspective’ 
(2013) and, anecdotally, Architecture and modernity: 
A critique (1999). In order to explore Eaton’s work as 
hybrid expressions that operate in the space in between 

the west and Africa, the various manifestations of 
hybridity are extracted respectively as surface/symbol, 
mimetic detailing and undulating wall. His agency is 
contextualised within the apartheid paradigm and the 
possibility of a subversive text is explored in his work.  

Introduction
The first snapshot of Eaton’s work under consideration 
is doubly framed: by Edward Said’s Orientalism1 and 
Hilde Heynen’s post-colonial interpretation of the work 
of Adolf Loos, Charles-Édouard Le Corbusier and 
Bernard Rudofsky. In ‘The intertwinement of modernism 
and colonialism: A theoretical perspective’,2 Heynen 
introduces an architectural argument that originates 
from Said’s (1935−2003) seminal publication Orientalism, 
which considers the power relationships between cultures. 
Said maintained that the discourses that justified 
colonialism were not marginal to European culture but, 
rather, informed a core ingredient of European thinking 
about modernity. To demonstrate the denouement of 
colonialist thinking in architecture, Heynen explores the 
notion of ‘the primitive’3 in modernity and highlights the 
colonialist bias in the work of Le Corbusier4 (1887−1965), 
Loos5 (1870−1933) and Rudofsky (1905−1988). She links 
Loos and Le Corbusier, and derives a thought-provoking 
comparison: on the one hand, for Loos6, the primitive 
was the pre-rational that must be overcome; for Le 
Corbusier, on the other hand, the primitive was the 
primary, the original, the authentic – that which must 
be re-established.7 The primitive is our so-called ‘other’8 
– Rudofsky involuntarily equates the primitive as the 
‘other’ of the modern,9 implying that modern architecture 
has to regain the qualities it lost, which are mirrored 
in primitive architecture. Heynen argues that from a 
postcolonial perspective, one can undeniably criticise this 
kind of approach because it implies either a sanitised  
or a romanticised version of primitive architecture. 

Given contemporary debates around post-colonial 
identities and decolonisation, Eaton’s architectural 
attempts to value place, tradition and identity 
remain pertinent.
By: Marguerite Pienaar 

 part 1
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An aspect that Heynen highlights from Said is the 
question, How can one learn from ‘the other’ without  
the desire to conquer, manipulate or control? Against 
this backdrop, let us consider, firstly, the sketchbooks  
of Eaton as a way of learning from ‘the other’. A singular 
endeavour, he consciously sought out indigenous 
southern African architecture – the outcome of an 
intimate association constructed through many visits 
to the family homesteads of the Ndebele, which held 
vital lessons for Eaton in responsiveness to nature, 
simplicity, honesty, pattern and texture.10 He fastidiously 
documented visits to East and Central Africa from  
the early 1940s onwards. Scaled drawings were made  
of settlement layouts and building plans, textures,  
patterns, doorways and façades. Unlike the lack of 
context and descriptions, or any form of analysis in the 
images of Rudofsky’s Architecture without architects,  
as described by Heynen, each of Eaton’s drawings was 
thoroughly contextualised with annotations, dates, 
names, and often maps – making his observations  
both geographically and historically specific. 

Hybrid manifestations 
In order to think differently about a postcolonial 
approach to architecture, Heynen offers a possible 
trajectory through the writing of Jyoti Hosagrahar, 
who argues that we should deconstruct the opposition 
between the modern as the Western and the  
traditional as the non-Western.12 As such, Heynen 
suggests that hybrid manifestations that do not 
necessarily take cues from the West should be 
 studied in this quest.13

While Le Corbusier abstracted the primitive,  
Loos wanted to overcome the primitive and Rudofsky 
equated the primitive to a romantic ‘other’, Eaton 
consciously attempted a consolidation between worlds. 
Perhaps the translation of Eaton’s observations to 
architectural adoption offers an opportunity to  
explore forms of hybrid manifestations. For instance, 
Murray et al14  offer a substitute framework towards  
a transformed canonisation of South African 
architecture. She here positions Eaton’s work within 
the relationship between ideas of Africa and notions 
of ethnicity within architecture as an extension of the 
debate on inscribing buildings with an African identity. 

In unequivocal contrast to the dilution of African 
motif in Le Corbusier’s work, Eaton’s architectural 
appropriation of his observations in Africa followed 
another path. In a detailed archival study on Eaton’s 
drawings15, I traced the translation of African motif  
to architectural inscription and extracted motifs  
between his observations and the distillation into 
architectural representation. Based on my findings,  
it becomes clear that these hybrid manifestations take  
on several forms – most notably as textured surfaces  
that blur the boundaries between art, architecture  
and craft; mimetic detailing; and, to a lesser degree,  
as morphological architectural gestures.  › 

1 & 2 Extracts from Eaton’s 1944 – diary entries, which include a map of the location of the  
Masai Manyatta that he documented, along with a full written description and detailed  
layouts (from the Eaton Collection, UP Repository). 

1

2
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Surface as symbol
Eaton used a local material – humble face-brick – to 
perform a dual function of structure and pattern as  
early as 1940 in House van der Merwe. It was a conscious 
attempt to, in his own words, ‘bear in mind the simple 
effects in indigenous bead and basket work’.16  Brick 
surface ‘carpets’ bound inside and outside space in 
his later work, documented in carefully crafted hand 
drawings, again recalling African motifs of weaving  
and making to emulate woven textures, as documented 
in his sketch books.  

 Allusions to African motifs are restrained in Eaton’s 
work as Semperian17 distillations: mat-like bamboo 
screens, untreated wooden poles, brick screen walls, 
rectangular piers topped with simple conical lanterns, 
and freestanding cylindrical brick drums to articulate 
entrances. In his later work, interconnected courtyards 
with linked pavilions recall Ndebele settlements. The 
combination of vertical and horizontal textures on various 
scales is carefully considered to give the appearance of 
having been woven like African grass mats, which he 
collected on his travels. In later years, Eaton used specially 
manufactured corrugated, glazed tiles that he called 
‘faggots’ as a metaphor to recreate reeded surface patterns 
in his bank buildings (e.g. Land Bank Potchefstroom, 
1940−1941), reminiscent of African reed weaving. His 
artist friend Alexis Preller (1911−1975) suggested that the 
derivation of ‘faggoting’ came from Eaton’s appreciation 
of the bas-relief wall in the Tomb of Ti at Saqqara, which 
he had visited on his travels to Egypt.18

Textured planar fields were always carefully 
considered to complement hierarchical differences in 
space and add a sense of meaning to surfaces within 
a modernist envelope. In Eaton’s work, the traditional 
woven carpet as spatial divider was reduced to the 
‘dressing’ of a wall. The spatial essence of the wall 
is enacted by the dressing, not by the load-bearing 
wall behind it. This differs from traditional surface 
treatments where a distinction between naturalistic 
painting and structural, material and surface patterns 
result from the arrangement of bricks or stones, or by 
leaving gaps in walls. Material patterns result from using 
stones of different geological character in horizontal 
bands or geometrical configurations to create surface 
patterns that comprise of chevrons, triangles, rectangles, 
diamonds and a variety of curved shapes. Such original 
African wall patterns attributed cultural significance or 
symbolical values of, for example, chieftaincy,  
protection or fertility. 

In Eaton’s work, the idea of an African identity plays 
out on the surfaces of the modernist envelopes – as 
abstractions of the original text(ure)s. The theorist 
Dalibor Vesely argues that architecture should 
relate abstract ideas to concrete situations through 
its representational dimension in order for it to play 
a meaningful role in society.19 In his hypothesis, 
architecture can be thought of as a mediating force, 
where the idea of mimicry or mimesis plays a central 
role. In a way, Eaton’s treatment of surfaces is then a form 
of mimicry, a visual correspondence between things – 
 a representation of symbols to present new meanings  
or imbue alternative forms of identity. 

Mimetic detailing
In Eaton’s work, details take on several forms, 
differentiated by small objects within the large schemes 
− as door handles, furniture, light fittings and often 
water spouts that complement the modernist structure 
of space. The interior detailing of the Netherlands Bank 

In Eaton’s work, the idea of an African identity plays 
out on the surfaces of the modernist envelopes –  

as abstractions of the original text(ure)s

3

4
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(1953), Pretoria, exemplifies the latter, where intricate 
detailing is forefronted against the uniformity of ‘faggot’ 
surfaces. Selective object detailing has a strong African 
reference, which can sometimes be traced directly to 
a sketch from his diaries, especially from the 1950s 
onwards. Perhaps because of their small scale and 
exquisite craftsmanship, these objects lose their sense 
of being curios and, fortunately, do not fall victim to 
becoming Disneyfied architectural souvenirs. Eaton  
was not interested in rhetorical exuberance: objects  
were rendered in a restrained way, as carefully 
considered articulations of architectural elements 
in an overall considered composition. All textures 
and ornament conformed to the outline of a precise 
geometry, which was perhaps an extension of the  
idea of interweaving ‘wholeness’ he referred to as the 
essence of life itself.20 

 
The undulating wall 
With few exceptions, Eaton seldom applied African 
organic form-giving in the overall architectural 
massing of his work, rather translating organic form 
to planar fields. When he did apply African form, 
however, allusion to the African homestead would 
be offset with rigid standardised structures. Similar 
to his contemporary Alvar Aalto (1898−1976), Eaton 
recognised that by making and juxtaposing forms that 
are more individual, the rigours of didactic form give 
way to warmth, richness, and emotion.21 While his  
use of sinuous line was an initial African translation  
of Brazilian influences, he later transformed the  
sinuous line to a disciplined geometry of repetitive 
circles and semicircles that were used to define outside 
perimeters, while regular geometries were used to  
define building envelopes – as exemplified in all his  
final house designs. The pedestrian walkway and 
undulating wall of the Little Theatre (c.1940−1950)  
forge a connected surface of patterned masonry that  
sets up an imaginative dialogue of ever-changing 
patterns and shadows (see Figure 4).  

Whited sepulchre?
Let us consider the context within which Eaton was 
operating in order to consider the way(s) Eaton’s agency 
was linked to the political paradigm of apartheid, as a 
colonial construct. 

Following the advent of apartheid22 in 1948, South 
African architecture drew inspiration from Brazilian 
Modernism23, with buildings commissioned by the 
Public Works Department giving the cue to the new 
functional idiom. Modern architecture became the  
tool to inscribe apartheid onto the South African 
landscape.24 Eaton received one of the most prestigious 
commissions of his career in 1944, just prior to the 
formalisation of apartheid, for the then Ministry of 
Transport. This is significant because the project was one 
of the most ambitious of its time and was constantly in 
the press because of its anticipated scale and cost.25  

One would expect the commission to have been awarded 
to an architect central to the architectural fraternity. 

Yet, within this context, Eaton was a marginal figure in 
more ways than one – despite his reputation as an excellent 
master of his craft. His reclusiveness is well documented; 
he was also leftist in his political convictions.26 In fact, 
in 1938 Eaton designed the now well-known house for 
Advocate Bram Fischer, struggle icon and leader of the 
South African Communist Party. Fischer was on the 
periphery of Eaton’s extended circle of friends – both 
having Afrikaner roots. The house designed by Eaton 
later became a symbol for the struggle against apartheid.27 
Eaton was also homosexual, which was against the law 
at the time. Tony Morphet has variously linked the 
expressiveness of his work to his marginality.28 

Why, then, did he receive such a large commission? 
There might be some connection between the fact  
that the then Minister of Railways and Harbours,  
F. C. Sturrock, had a son, Frederick, who had studied 
architecture at the Architectural Association School  
of Architecture and might have introduced him to  
the architectural fraternity.29 

One also has to consider that the timeframe within 
which Eaton operated was one of incredible growth. 
Large new suburbs and towns were constructed from 
the 1940s onwards.30 A comparison with one of Eaton’s 
contemporaries − Hellmut Stauch (1910−1970), for 
example − contextualises his output: there are 762 
commissions in Stauch’s archives for the period 1943–
1958, of which 659 were new houses.31 By comparison, 
only 105 residential buildings, including alterations 
and additions to existing structures, are documented 
in the Eaton Repository, dating from 1932 to 1964, 
with approximately 50 offices, institutional or other 
commissions32  – totalling about 155 commissions in 
total. In diary entries towards the end of his life,  
there are repeated entries reading ‘no work in sight’.33  › 

These objects lose their sense of being curios 
and, fortunately, do not fall victim to becoming 
Disneyfied architectural souvenirs

In 1938 Eaton designed the now well-known house  
for Advocate Bram Fischer, struggle icon and leader 
of the South African Communist Party

3 Eaton’s construction drawing of the brick carpet binding interior and exterior spaces of the 
Courtyard House, Pretoria, 1961 (from the Eaton Collection, UP Repository). 4 The undulating, 
woven wall of the Little Theatre (c. 1950), Pretoria (from the Eaton Collection, UP Repository).
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Next, let us move from economics to body politics 
in order to consider Eaton’s attitude to constructs of 
apartheid as a continuation of the intertwinement of  
the ideas surrounding Modernism and colonialism. 

Unlike the lack of contextualisation in the work of 
Rudofsky, Eaton was well aware of social inequalities  
and living conditions, evidenced from diary entries, 
collected newspaper clippings (UP Repository) and  
his criticism of the ‘European’ way of life in Southern 
Africa, which he described ‘as manifested in …  
complex, disharmonious, ostentatious and chaotically 
ugly ensembles’.34 He specifically condemned new 
company towns, such as Vanderbijlpark (Iscor), and 
towns resulting from forced removal and resettlement, 
such as Atteridgeville in Pretoria. In criticism levelled  
at apartheid planning, a diary entry from 1951 reads:

‘Talk, talk, talk – theory upon theory – paper  
plain upon paper plain – reason, cold, commercial  
reason – based upon the lowest common denominator  
of collective ideas averaged out of the endless and  
frustrated work of tired committees, counsels, 

commissions, suppressive local 
authorities, and what have we got? 
– Vanderbijlpark, Atteridgeville!  
What has this to do with native  
art and architecture? Just this…  
These two hideous, soulless,  
lonely eruptions – these cancerous 
growths upon the violated face of 
Africa are examples (but two of 
thousands) of the depth to which  
our collective conceit has brought  
us’ (Eaton, 1951). 

This sentiment was repeated in  
an unpublished 1953 manuscript 
that described apartheid housing  
as ‘conceited clumsiness’. Even 

though Eaton was critical of the postwar urban planning 
of the apartheid government, he was no political activist. 
However, during the repressive years of the 1950s, local 
architects remained ‘as quiet as mice’35, which renders 
Eaton’s criticism(s) as noteworthy. 

Markedly, Eaton was anxious that local architecture 
should reference the specifics of place. In a 1943  
diary entry, written whilst visiting Kampala, Uganda,  
for instance, he described how he tried to ‘persuade’  
the local official to ‘do all he could’ to see that their  
new Houses of Parliament building was ‘native in  
conception and not European’.36 

When the clients of the Greenwood House 
(1948−1953) therefore commissioned Eaton to  
design living quarters for their servants (unusual in 
itself) – seemingly after he had completed the design 
of their Wright-inspired house – he saw this as an 
opportunity to provide an answer or alternative to  
his criticism of soulless apartheid housing. 

The commission of the Greenwood House  
coincided with the formalisation of apartheid in  
1948. It was the first assignment since his return  
from an architectural tour of the Americas during  
1945 that gave him first-hand exposure of the Brazilian 
variant of modern architecture. A rectilinear design, 
dated August 1948, with strong horizontal emphasis  
and Wrightian traits, Eaton wanted wide projecting 
eaves, as described in his diary entry: ‘far-flung  
and shaded in appearance to suit the site … something 
that fitted quietly into the site rather than contrast  
it’.37 External walls are of coursed random rubble  
stone, quarried on the site. Terraced banks embrace  
this planted lawn clearing while separating ‘cultivated  
nature’ from natural veld on the slightly higher  
levels beyond. Richly decorated brick paving with 
rondel38 patterns and insets on the constructed  
terraces contrast the discipline of the standardised  
grid of the house, repeated in the kidney-shaped  
mountain pool and the sinuous lines that bind the 
dwelling to the landscape − possibly a ‘sublimation  
of the Brazilian impact found to be compatible with 
African qualities’.39 Allusion to African plasticity  
of form is offset with rigid standardised structures. 

The design of the servants’ quarters – conceived  
two years after the design of the house, with the  
drawings dated April 1950 – takes on a very  
different idiom than that of the main house.  
Instead of a horizontal architecture of disappearance, 
Eaton articulated an association with the ‘village’ 
through the use of verticality – a highly visible 
expression as one enters the site. The idea of the  
house as village is translated somewhat literally  
in the Greenwood Village, where the simple  
rondavel, arguably, has its genesis in Moerdyk’s 
rondawelhuise – a device that he had employed  
in much of his earlier work. In terms of the  
domestic planning of the time, it is noteworthy  
that the usual relationship of servants’ quarters  
to the house would be of a separate grouping of  
buildings to the main house.40 However, in the  
lineage of Eaton’s domestic architectural endeavours,  
he always planned the servants’ quarters with great  
care as part of the same spatial parti diagram of the  
main house41 – he usually employed a series of 
courtyards with linked pavilions that recall Ndebele 
settlement. The Greenwood Village was perhaps an 
exception, due to being designed after the main  
house. This is an important point – if one considers 
‘Eaton-the-designer’ and the obsession of a completed 
parti diagram and gestalt of his designs.  › 

He specifically condemned new company  
towns, such as Vanderbijlpark (Iscor), and towns 

resulting from forced removal and resettlement, 
such as Atteridgeville in Pretoria

in the lineage of Eaton’s 
domestic architectural 

endeavours, he always 
planned the servants’ 

quarters with great 
care as part of the same 
spatial parti diagram of 

the main house
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In later years, he also added an extension to the 
Greenwood House in the form of a guest cottage to 
contrast the horizontality of the main house – in  
similar fashion to the Greenwood Village.  

Unlike the genealogy of all his other work, he 
positioned the servants’ quarters some distance to the 
east of the main house, so that it would be highly visible 
upon driving up the steep entry road to the house. It 
was conceived as an irregular village reminiscent of a 
traditional ‘kraal’ enclosure. More rounded, conical 
rubble stonework, as opposed to the coursed, horizontal 
and rectilinear shaped rubble stonework for the main 
house, was used for the huts and enclosing walls of the 
village that step along with the site. 

Now, David Bunn politicises the Greenwood ensemble. 
He notes how the monumenal reference to village life 
reaches a ‘bizarre conclusion’ in the Greenwood Village, 
where ‘exploitative labour relations are concealed by an 
architectural fantasy about vanishing tribal identity  
and the past’.42 For Bunn, the unequal exchanges 
between ‘master’ and ‘servant’ are theatricalised as a 
relationship between modernity and African tradition. 

However, against the backdrop of an Afrikaner 
Nationalist identity diluted to a functional architecture, 
the opposition of Greenwood Village was an attempt 
towards expressing visibility and identity within a 
political system that denied it. 

When Eaton built his own house Cul de sac (c.1960−1964) 
some years later, he employed exactly the same verticality, 
formal conical gestures, organic stonework, undulating 

walls and traditional forms as formal and material 
articulation (see Figure 5). Here, the so-called ‘other’, or 
primitive as articulated by Said and Heynen, becomes 
the main linguistic tool, the formal gestalt. This begs the 
question: What statement is Eaton making in terms of 
his position in relation to the so-called ‘other’? 

Representational tactics 
In Architecture and modernity (1999), Heynen takes 
a political position in terms of architecture and its 
representational aspect. Her argument is that if 
architecture can engage mimesis, it may find moments 
of subversive intensity. In this way, built space may 
reveal subjugated aspects of building, creating fissures 
that encourage us to question what we are in danger of 
forgetting. Heynen argues that there is always a moment 
of artistic autonomy that provides the architect the 
opportunity to fulfill the brief of the client but also  
to signal something that could undercut or even  
negate the legitimate rhetoric.43 

To test Heynen’s argument in Eaton’s work, one could 
consider his design for the Wachthuis, a new office 
building for the South African Police Provident Fund 
commissioned in 1957. He designed the building as an 
adaptable, permeable container. Initial public reaction  › 

5 The image to the left is of Eaton’s own home, Cul de Sac (c. 1960), Pretoria and 6 to the right, the 
Greenwood Village (1950–1953), Pretoria (images from the Eaton Collection, UP Repository). 

Heynen argues that there is always a moment of artistic autonomy that provides the  
architect the opportunity to fulfill the brief of the client but also to signal something  
that could undercut or even negate the legitimate rhetoric

5 6
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to this was one of ‘surprise and disappointment’44, for 
a building to house the police surely had to resemble a 
solid, massive fortress – ‘‘n mens assosieer nie so maklik’n 
polisie uniform met ‘n glaskas nie’ (one does not associate 
a police uniform with a glass cupboard).45 

Typical of Pretoria inner-city blocks, on ground 
level the Wachthuis was designed with an arcade that 
connects adjacent streets. Called Polley’s Arcade (1957), 

Eaton designed the pedestrian 
linkage as a carpet of mosaic that 
lines the entire interior. Eaton 
translated the symbolic Brazilian 
mural46 into a metaphor of  
woven African pattern to give new 
meaning to surfaces. Set at the 
heart of the Police Provident Fund 
Building is an African tribal shield 
that evidently inspired the central 

oval pattern shape, with parallel ‘ever-changing patterns’ 
of bands recalling Litema47 arrangements. Was this a 
moment of artistic autonomy? Could this have been a 
form of subversive metaphor that undercuts the official 

narrative? Was Eaton raising uncomfortable questions 
with this representation? Probably not – Eaton’s agency 
was limited to a determination to locate architecture 
in South Africa as part of a broader African continent, 
to infuse a modernist sensibility with what he called 
‘an African feel’ – an architecture that draws from 
an African response to site and use of local materials, 
through woven surface treatment, handling of objects 
and, to a lesser extent, form-giving. The same is evident 
at Greenwood Village. 

Conclusion
Eaton was evidently against apartheid, but 
simultaneously positioned himself within the  
parameters of the very system he opposed – yet could 
not change. This he did in a practical manner, as 
someone whose primary concern was his work. With 
the Greenwood Village, which was one of a handful 
of inconsistencies in his design lineage, he evidently 
attempted to provide an alternative to his criticism of 
apartheid housing – perhaps as a form of subversion, but 
mostly to express a positive assertion of identity within 
a system that denied it. Through hybrid manifestations, 
especially in his translation of textures, he arrived at 
an architecture that attempts to value place, tradition, 
and identity on equitable terms, and in a manner that 
remains pertinent for today.  › 

7 The Wachthuis shortly after completion (1960) and to the right, 8 The African tribal shield 
motif in Polley’s Arcade, Wachthuis (1957–1959). Photograph by Morné Pienaar, 2008.

7 8

As a marginal figure 
working in a modern 

context, Eaton’s adoption 
of an African identity  

was noteworthy 
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1Said, E. 1978. Orientalism. United States: Vintage Books. 
2Heynen, H. 2013. The intertwinement of Modernism and colonialism: A theoretical 
perspective. do.co.mo.mo Journal 48-2013/1: 10-19.
3 According to Said, there is a distinction between the ‘rationality’ of the West versus 
‘other’ rationalities that paved the way for a European identity that was considered 
superior to non-European cultures and served as a pretext for domination. Western 
scholars portrayed the Orient as inferior, regressive, primitive, and irrational, 
emphasising the superiority, progress, and rationality of the West. Heynen postulates 
that the idea of the primitive as the authentic that has to be reinstalled makes up an 
attitude of primitivism in architecture (Heynen, 2013).
 4Le Corbusier or Charles-Édouard Jeanneret-Gris (1887−1965).
5Adolf Franz Karl Viktor Maria Loos (1870−1933).
6Heynen refers to Loos’ famous essay ‘Ornament and crime’ (1908), where Loos 
constructed a comparison between Papuan and European culture as a justification for 
the superiority of his ornament-less Modern architecture (Heynen, 2013:13).
7Heynen refers to the 1998 book Le Corbusier the noble savage: Towards an archeology 
of modernism. Cambridge, Massachusetts: MIT Press, by Adolf Max Vogt, who 
claimed that Le Corbusier’s work mediated between rationality and geometric order, 
and primary facts in archeology and architecture (Heynen, 2013: 13).
8See endnote 3.
9Rudofsky, B. 1964. Architecture without architects: A short introduction to non-
pedigreed architecture. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press.
10The Northern Ndebele people are a Bantu nation and ethnic group in southern Africa.
11See endnote 9. The imagery that Rudofsky displayed in his book is not well identified, 
nor is adequate information provided (Heynen, 2013: 15-16).
 12Hosagrahar, J. 2005. Indigenous modernities. Negotiating architecture and urbanism. 
London: Routledge.
13Heynen, 2013: 19.
14Murray, N. Josephy, S. Dowling, T. Garuba, H. and Smuts, C. 2008. Notes towards an 
alternative glossary of (South) African architecture. African Cities Reader. Available at 
http://www.africancitiesreader.org.za/reader/chapters/25_NM.pdf. 
15Pienaar, M. 2013. The Norman Eaton legacy: A critical appraisal of the documentation 
of his domestic oeuvre. Unpublished M. Arch dissertation, University of Pretoria. 
Available at http://repository.up.ac.za/handle/2263/41017?show=full.
16Eaton, 1946: 110.
17The translation of a pliable material into permanence and the re-interpretation 
of brick course as a ‘woven’ entity are elaborated by German architect Gottfried 
Semper in The four elements of architecture (1851). Semper explains that the enclosing 
membrane (wall) has its origin in weaving. The art of the wall builder had originally 
been that of weaving of mats and carpets, later the light mat walls were transformed 
into clay tile, brick, or stone walls. Semper continued to make a distinction between 
two categories of enclosing membrane: the one being the German Wand (a screen-like 
partition); the other – the Mauer – represents mass. Frampton (1995) points out 
that both Wand and Mauer translate in English as ‘wall’. However, when masonry is 
bonded into coursework, it becomes a form of weaving. 
18Preller, 1966: 10. 
19Vesely, 2004: 387.
20Eaton, 1960: 17.
21This is one of the findings of my Master’s dissertation on Eaton (see Pienaar, 2013).
22The term apartheid is Afrikaans, and means ‘separateness’. It applies particularly 
to the policy of racial separation in force in South Africa during the latter half of the 
twentieth century (Peters, 2007: 537).
23Also see endnote 32 (Peters, 2007: 538).
24Peters, W. 2007. Apartheid politics and architecture in South Africa. Social identities: 
Journal for the study of race, nation and culture, 10:4: 537-547. Available at http://dx.doi.
org/10.1080/1350463042000258953. 
25Harrop-Allin, 1975: 47.
26Eaton was a member of the so-called Left Book Club – a key left-wing organisation of 
the late 1930s and 1940s (Clingman, 1998: 158). 
27Pienaar, 2014: 40.
28Morphet, 1998: 148-161.  
29Personal communication with Professor Roger Fisher. 
30Peters, in Fisher et al, 1998: 175.
31Peters, Fisher et al, 1998: 187.
32Pienaar, 2013: 7.
33Harrop-Allin, 1975: 114. 
34Direct quote by Eaton, sited in Harrop-Allin, 1975: 68. 
35Schlapobersky, 1994: 17.
36Extracts from his1943 diary, Eaton Collection, UP Repository.  

As a marginal figure working in a modern context, 
Eaton’s adoption of an African identity was noteworthy 
– in the architectural realm, it was a unique and original 
endeavour. And arguably, it was left to the next generation 
to locate architecture within a particular place-identity – 
as Chipkin notes, architects like André Hendrikz, Donald 
Turgel, Mannie Feldman, Wibo Zwart, Jack Clinton, 
Michael Sutton, Mira Fassler Kamstra and Marcus 
Holmes would achieve this.48 A subsequent wave probably 
includes the work of Peter Rich and ‘Ora Joubert, whose 
work responds to regional but also African sensibilities of 
place-making. Eaton’s work offers a springboard through 
which to explore such hybrid trajectories.  ■

REFERENCES
Refer to http://www.businessmediamags.co.za/arch-sa/ for a 
full list of references.

9 Plan of Eaton’s own homestead, Cul de Sac (1964) (Eaton Collection, UP Repository).

9

37Harrop-Allin, 1975: 73.
38Rondel, from Old French, is the diminutive of roont, ‘round’, meaning ‘small circle’.
39Chipkin, 1993: 293.
40Peters in Fisher et al, 1998: 176.
41See the entire lineage of his domestic work as unpacked by Pienaar (2013).
42Bunn in Judin, Vladislavić, 1998: 115.  
43Heynen, 1999: 200. 
44Harrop-Allin, 1975: 100
45Die Vaderland, 7/1/60 from Harrop-Allin, 1975: 114.
46In the immediate postwar period, many South African architects were turning to an 
unexpected source of inspiration: Brazilian modernity, which swung away from the 
rigid International Style. Eaton travelled to South America in 1945, which had given 
him first-hand experience of the Brazilian variant of modern architecture. Eaton had 
been impressed with the work of Oscar Niemeyer, whom he had met along with several 
other prominent figures (28/8/45 diary entry, Eaton Collection, UP Repository).  
47Litema designs are symbolic surface patterns that originate from traditional Basotho 
homes. 
48The second ‘Johannesburg vernacular’ is described by Chipkin as referring to the 
domestic vernacular architecture that developed in Johannesburg suburbs during 
the 1950s to 1970s, with a seminal post-Bauhaus component and mainly influenced 
through the dissemination from the work of Norman Eaton (Chipkin, 1993: 294-304).
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Spatial 
art

R 
eminiscent of British artist Rachel Whiteread’s 
temporary East London installation House (1993) 
and with a nod to Italian architect Carlo Scarpa 
(1906−1978), this concrete sculpture forms a striking 

entrance feature for a home in Constantia. It demonstrates 
the plasticity of concrete, and the ease with which a visually 
complex form can be generated with minimal means. 

With the increasingly widespread use of three-
dimensional drawing software and the possibilities 
that Building Information Modelling (BIM) offers, 
it is surprising that more architects and artists aren’t 
experimenting with the sculptural possibilities of  
small-scale casting.

The sculpture was inspired by Antonio Zaninovic’s 
plan for additions and alterations to the house, and the 
idea of gradation from hard to soft − most visitors  

won’t realise that the essence of the house is subtly 
revealed upon one’s arrival. The work echoes the stepped 
entrance pathway, and it engages the senses with its 
sharp shadow lines and apparent tactility. 

Le Corbusier’s well-known statement is rather 
appropriate in this instance: ‘The plan is the generator. 
Without a plan, you have lack of order, and willfulness. 
The plan holds in itself the essence of sensation’  
(Le Corbusier, 1927: 45).  ■

A look at a striking concrete sculpture feature at the entrance 
to a Constantia home.
By: Mike Louw
Architect/artist: Lorenzo Nassimbeni, commissioned 
by Antonio Zaninovic Architecture Studio
Photographs: Tatjana Meirelles 

REFERENCE
Le Corbusier, 1927. Towards a new architecture. First edition: 
1923; translated by Frederick Etchells. The Architectural Press: 
London: 45.

1 The geometry of the sculpture mirrors the ground-floor plan of the house itself. 2 Upon closer inspection, the essence of the house is subtly echoed in the concrete creation.
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Technical

Existing louvred window

20mm diameter threaded rod to be drilled into 
concrete mural with epoxy fixing. Threaded 
rod to be epoxy fixed into existing wall

Galvanised steel mesh for strengthening of mural
Opening in concrete mural
Concrete mural as cast in mould

Edge of concrete mural
Edge of existing window opening

C/L of opening in mural and c/l of 
existing window opening to align

Line of outside of frame of existing louvred window 
20mm threaded rod behind, epoxy fixed 
into concrete mural

Opening in concrete mural

Suggested depth of threaded rod into existing 
wall is 110mm, to be verified by Engineer

Existing louvred window
Concrete mural as cast in mould

C/L of opening in mural and c/l of 
existing window opening to align

Edge of existing window opening
Edge of concrete mural
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End note

A 
lthough the country has invested heavily in 
national memorials and provincial capitol 
buildings since the end of apartheid in 1994,  
all the monuments are silent idols that only 

come alive in the voices of the people when they 
participate in the democratic process. The objects 
built to commemorate the end of apartheid are not 
just monuments, they are the mirrors in which South 
Africans see themselves, reflect on their past experiences, 
and the tableaus for inscribing the epigrams of the 
traumatic journeys the country travelled until 1994.  
The monuments are also the beacons of hope for 
a greater future for all citizens, and the citadels of 
resilience in the pursuit of self-actualisation. 

Seeing what is going on around Africa, all the calls 
for change in South Africa by peaceful and democratic 
procedures, are welcome and refreshing. Whether we use 
“Rhodes Must Fall”, “Fees Must Fall”, or “Decolonisation 
of Higher Education” as the criteria for ushering in 
national progress and stability, South Africans have 
performed better than the citizens of all the countries 
that have experienced revolutions. 

South Africa has maintained a democratic culture 
with freedom of expression since 1994. The myriad of 
movements in South Africa in recent years follow the 
trends of the larger global experiences which include  
the dismal Arab Spring that saw the fragmentation of 
several states (Libya, Syria, and Yemen) and the rise  
of an autocratic government in Egypt. 

The Arab Spring ricocheted into the “Occupy Wall 
Street” in 2011, and subsequently inspired protests  
in many public squares in the cities around the  
world between 2011 and 2013. What monuments  
would Algerians, Egyptians, Libyans, Syrians, and 
Yemeni people build to memorialise their struggles  
when peace returns? Seen in this perspective, the recent 
movements in South Africa are rekindling the peaceful 
democratic journey that began in 1994. The end of 
apartheid in 1994 was not in isolation. It came down 
after several decades of contentious and bloody struggles 
before the global events of the late 1980s gave it a final 

push. When the Berlin Wall and the Soviet Union fell in 
1989 and 1991 respectively, apartheid also fell. But the 
most consequential event that has shaped the way we 
live and travel around the world is 9/11 (2001). Al-Qaeda 
forced security agencies and leaders around the world to 
rethink old ways of national security in public spaces. 

We are living in a post-Iranian Revolution World that 
gave impetus to groups that were once on the margins  
of their respective societies, but now aspire to build  
their own state at all cost and without regard to lives.  
Al-Qaeda, ISIS, and Boko Haram are among them.  
But South Africans are eschewing these violent paths. 

One of the most contentious questions facing many 
countries, old and the recently independent ones, is 
whether people of different races, customs, religions,  
and philosophical traditions should live together as 
citizens of the same nation? 

Scotland held a referendum in 2014 to gain 
independence from the UK. These two great cultures 
formed the UK from about 1707 but are still in doubt 
whether or not they should continue to exist as one 
country. The mostly French-speaking region of  
Quebec in Canada held referenda in 1980 and 1995  
for secession. Both attempts failed. Despite the fact that  
the American Civil War ended in 1865, the removal of 
four Confederate Leaders’ Statues from public squares  
in the City of New Orleans, Louisiana, in 2017 were  
met with protests from those who favoured the keeping 
the objects and those who advocated their exclusion 
from the public squares in the city.  

But Despite all the problems plaguing the country, 
South Africans have risen above these extreme 
nationalist tendencies. There has been no referendum to 
break up South Africa, instead monuments that embrace 
diversity sprang up around the country. In Algeria the 
Martyrs’ Monument could not hold the country together 
when crisis broke out in 1991. It is the people who hold 
the country together in South Africa amidst all its social 
challenges. For that reason, the people of South Africa 
are the monuments that will endure forever and take the 
country to a greater, prosperous, democratic society.  ■

Monuments of 
Transformation
The world is challenged by whether people of different races, customs, religions and  
philosophical traditions should live together as the citizens of the same nation. 
By: Professor Nnamdi Elleh, University of Cincinnati
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